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PROTECT YOUR BUSINESS.
Fraud is an unfortunate reality in telecom. It affects your bottom line, causes customer conflict and erodes subscriber confidence. USAD FraudPro is designed to

proactively protect

your business from losses caused by fraudulent in-

ternational and premium rate traffic—allowing you to spend valuable human
resources generating revenue for your business.
International Toll and Premium rate fraud can cause thousands of dollars in

uncollectible revenue

in a few short hours. Once discovered, the

fraudsters will move on to the next hacked network, which could be yours.
Recent high profile hacking events demonstrate the significant vulnerability of any
network.
FraudPro is working for you to monitor and protect against this fraudulent
International and premium
rate fraud cost businesses
over

$8 Billion

per year.

activity. USAD

guarantees to stop the fraud…or

we pay it!

It’s that simple.
With FraudPro, you choose the level of protection suitable for your business—
from total blocking of known problem countries to cutting off suspected fraudulent

Less than

50%

staff a

Fraud Department after
business hours—when
most fraud occurs.

traffic at a pre-determined dollar threshold. You can even configure it to be
international

country code specific

each country. You can stop or limit traffic to some while allowing unlimited access
to others.
FRAUDPRO SOLUTIONS

Reported fraud cases have
increased over

11 7 %

in

the last two years.

with varied cutoff thresholds for

Email Alerts on Total International Traffic
Total International Blocking Threshold
Country Code Blocking
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Email Alerts by Country Code

Less than

15%

of fraud

recoveries are pursued
through civil means.

Blocking Thresholds by Country Code
1-900 Call Blocking

Source: CFCA
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Why USAD?If we don’t stop the fraud...we pay it!
Email and text messages keep you informed of the status of
your traffic, in

real time.

Once your block threshold has

been reached, you don’t need to respond…FraudPro SM will do
the work for you and block additional calling to that country.
It is just one way USAD is committed to protecting your

bottom line.

With our country code form, simply indicate which
countries you would like blocked entirely and the
threshold dollar amounts for those you’d like us to
monitor.
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Don’t go unprotected.
Don’t risk losing thousands.
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

888.872.3787 | sales@usad.com

